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Critical Race Studies in Education Association Annual Conference
Request for Proposals
We invite institutions of higher education to submit a proposal to host a future CRSEA
conference. Proposals should be submitted no later than April 1 of the year prior to when your
institution hopes to host the conference. We are presently accepting proposals to host the 2018
conference. Please email the proposal to crseainfo@gmail.com
The Critical Race Studies in Education Association (CRSEA) is an interdisciplinary consortium
of scholar activists, graduate students, education practitioners, and community-engaged
education stakeholders who recognize the global implications of race and racism in the education
of minoritized people in the US. As an education research association, we work to identify,
expose, and advocate against racial inequities, ultimately aiming to eradicate white supremacy.
As a community, we are committed to: (1) countering and combating systemic and structural
racism through education scholarship and praxis; (2) recognizing the multiple locations of
oppression and the myriad manifestations and effects of their intersections; and (3) coconstructing liberating knowledge that facilitates collective agency to transform schools and
communities. With this mission in mind, the annual Critical Race Studies in Education (CRSEA)
conference brings together education researchers, community organizers, activists, educators,
students and members of the community who use, or are interested in, the critical study of race to
frame, examine, document, understand and disrupt racial injustice in education, and in the
broader society.
Proposals should be completed using the MOU template:
• Please provide a narrative of the institutional (college/department/program) mission and
core values, and how they align with CRSEA (conference) purpose and vision.
• Fill in all of the highlighted spots on the proposal with the appropriate information
• Provide as complete and firm an itemized budget as possible to make a compelling case
for the feasibility of hosting the CRSEA conference
o Include anticipated costs for all of what is expected of a primary host (and
institutional partners) (See the right side of Table 1)
o Include anticipated and/or guaranteed funding sources or plan for covering
anticipated costs
• Contact person(s) that will be the direct liaison representing the primary host institution
(and institutional partners) who will collaborate with CRSEA president and executive
team to coordinate logistics/support for the conference.
Questions, please contact 2016-2017 CRSEA President Chezare@msu.edu

